
1. Slide sealing o-ring over the threaded portion of transmission fill adapter tool VAS 6262BL down to the base. (Image 1)

2. With DSG transmission drain plug removed, thread transmission fill adapter tool VAS 6262BL into the transmission drain port leaving it hand
tight. (Image 2)

WE CARE! Guidelines For Using The DSG Transmission Fluid Fill Kit J91002
The following kit is an economical substitute for the expensive Audi VW VAS 6262 tool,

as well as other factory transmission fluid filling tools.
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3. Gently slide the 65" clear hose onto the barbed nipple of transmission fill adapter tool VAS 6262BL. (Image 3)

4. Direct the loose end of the clear hose upward between the radiator fan area and the transmission bell housing to the top side of the engine
compartment. Some may choose to remove the splash pan for easier access. (Image 4)

DISCLAIMER: Transmission service is a complex repair procedure and is to be performed by experienced automotive

technicians, trained in your vehicle's transmission type. Therefore, BLAUfergnugen! Inc. recommends that a Factory Audi /

Vw ASE Certified Technician, trained in transmission service for your exact vehicle model, install your parts. This is to

ensure your safety and prevent improper installation by untrained and unqualified installers, including technicians, which

may lead to possible transmission damage.

-Always read the factory service manual safety instructions and guidelines.

-Always wear safety glasses and other safety items/equipment when performing the following work.
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5. Locate the clear hose in the top side of the engine compartment and pull up enough hose to connect to the transmission fluid bottle.
(Image 5)

6. Firmly lift the bottle cap tabs pulling up the bottle spout and flexible fill tube until it lightly clicks into place, then pop the cap off. Confirm the
bottle pour spouts are fully extended to avoid leaking. (Image 6)

7. Firmly slide the 65" clear hose coming from the transmission onto the Ravenol bottles flexible fill tube, sliding past the lip edge and continuing
on for about 1/2". Confirm the bottle pour spouts are fully extended to avoid leaking. (Image 7)

8. Tip the DSG transmission fluid bottle upside-down allowing the fluid to gravitate into the transmission. (Image 7)
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Tech Tips:
a. Using a wire snips cut a small hole into the bottom of the bottle once upside-down to help the fluid gravitate more quickly into the
transmission.
b. Using a metal wire coat hanger cut 6" to 8" from it, shaping it into an "S". Pop one end into the bottom of the bottle while it is upside-down
and allow the other end to hang the bottle from the hood latch while transmission fluid is being gravity fed into the transmission.

9. Repeat steps 6 to 8 for all needed transmission fluid bottles.

10. Follow the steps set forth in the factory manual for transmission fluid servicing and proper fluid leveling.  Use this transmission fill adapter
tool when it refers to the VAS 6262 tool as well as other factory transmission filling tools.


